Evergreen Valley College Library

Periodical Titles in Paper Format

Issues are held for 3 years + the current year unless otherwise indicated
Paper issues are located in the Periodical Stacks unless otherwise indicated
* indicates current issue is on display

* Architectural Digest
* Art in America
* Artnews
* Astronomy
* Better Homes & Gardens
  Booklist (1 year + current at Reference)
  Chemical and Engineering News
* Communication Arts
* Consumer Reports
* Discover
* Ebony
* Esquire
* Essence
* Good Housekeeping
* GQ
* Harpers Magazine
* Health
* House Beautiful
* Latina (1 year + current)
  Library Journal (1 year + current at Reference)
* Men’s Health
* Money (1 year + current)
* Ms
* National Geographic
* New England Journal of Medicine
* New Scientist
* O The Oprah Magazine
* Paralegal Today (formerly Legal Assistant Today)
* Parents Magazine
* Popular Mechanics
* Popular Photography
* Popular Science
* Prevention
* Psychology Today
* Reader’s Digest
* Redbook
  Science
* Science News
* Scientific American
* Sky & Telescope
* Smithsonian
* Social Justice
* Sports Illustrated (1 year + current)
* Sunset
* Time (1 year + current)
* Wired (1 year + current)
* Yoga Journal
Newspapers

Current issue on display, back issues (1 month + current) at Circulation Desk

* Business Journal
* San Francisco Chronicle
* San Jose Mercury News
* Wall Street Journal
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